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ABSTRACT 
 
In this Project, we recommended a traffic accident detection and introduced a framework for              
consequently recognizing, recording, and detailing traffic accidents at crossing points. A framework            
with these properties would be helpful in deciding the reason for accidents and the highlights of the                 
crossing point that sway wellbeing. Moreover, we proposed and structured the metadata vault for              
the framework to enhance theiinteroperability. 
This model simply detects the accident or collisions at the traffic lights by identifying collisions at                
the intersection and then informing to central data, so that a life can be saved.It only detects the                  
collisions between cars only but for future use it can be extended to other 4 wheelers as well 2                   
wheelers and an informing system can also be installed that redirects to Ambulance for the               
emergency if it detects an accident on the intersection of Traffic lights. 
An implementation of the proposed technique will be performed using python programming            
language. This describes the methodology used for image processing for traffic accident detection             
classification using different libraries and algorithms with real time images. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
CHAPTER 1 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Consistently, vehicular accidents cause deplorable loss of lives, cost numerous nations huge            
measures of cash, and produce considerable blockage to a country's transportation framework.            
50%-60% of the deferrals on urban roads are related with episodes, and on urban surface lanes, an                 
enormous level of traffic accidents and most postponements happen at or close to crossing points.               
Crossing points are a typical spot for crashes, which might be because of the way that there are a                   
few clashing developments, just as a horde of various convergence structure qualities.            
Convergences likewise will in general experience serious crashes because of the way that few sorts               
of harmful accidents, for example, edge and left-turn impacts, normally happen there.  
 
Subsequently, precise and brief detection of accidents at convergences offers enormous advantages            
of sparing properties and lives and limiting clog and delay. Traffic accident detection utilizing              
computer vision and Image processing has pulled in much consideration as of late. Ikeda et al. [1]                 
plot a picture processing-innovation based programmed unusual occurrence detection framework.          
This framework is utilized to distinguish four kinds of episodes, to be specific  
 
1)iStopped vehicles 
2)iSlow vehicles  
3)iFallen articles  
4) Vehiclesithatihaveiendeavoredipathiprogressiveichanges. 
 
 
1.1iOverview  
 
Although, lot of study has been done to make a structure that can identify an accident through video                  
observation, real-time execution of every one of these frameworks have not been realized at this               
point. Real-time execution of an accident detection through video with traffic reconnaissance has             
consistently been trying since one needs to find some kind of harmony between the speed of the                 
framework and the exhibition of the frameworks, for example, accurately recognizing accidents and             
furthermore diminishing bogus caution rate. Preferably we need a framework that could augment             
the quantity of edges handled every second simultaneously ready to accomplish a worthy execution              
rate. This carries us to the objective of this examination. The motive of this exploration is to build                  
up an accident detection module ati roadway crossing points with video processing that is              
appropriate for real-time usage. In this proposal we built up an accident detection module that               
utilizes the parameters separated from the distinguished and followed vehicles which can            
accomplish great real-time execution.  
 

 



A significant stage in programmed vehicle crash checking frameworks is the detection vehicles in              
every video outline and precisely following the vehicles over numerous edges. Withisuch following,             
vehicle data, for example, speed,ichangeiinispeed and change in direction can be resolved to             
encourage the procedure of crashidetection. As appeared in the Figure 1.1 [1] given the recognized               
vehicles, following can be seeniasiaicorrespondence issue in which the objective is to figure out              
which distinguished vehicle in the following edge compares to aigivenivehicleiinithe present edge.            
Whileiforiaihuman expert, the errand of following can regularly be performed easily, this            
assignment is very trying foriaicomputer. In this way in this proposition more accentuation has              
beenigivenitoitheireal-timeiexecution of vehicleidetection and following. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1: An example of vehicle tracking (a) Frame at time t (b) Frame at time t+1 [1] 
 
 
 

AsishowniiniFigurei1.1, given the identified vehicles, following can be seen as aicorrespondence           
issue iniwhichitheiobjective is to figure out which recognized vehicle in the following casing             
compares to a givenivehicleiinitheipresent edge. Whileiforiaihuman expert, the undertaking of          
following can regularly be performed easily, this errand is very tryingifor aicomputer. In this way in                
this proposal more accentuation has been given to theireal-timeiusage of vehicleidetection and            
tracking.As appeared in the Figure given the identified vehicles, following can be seen asia              
correspondence issue in which the objective is to figure out which distinguished vehicleiin the              
following edge relates to a givenivehicleiin theipresentiedge. 
 
1.2iMotivation 
 
Withithe calculation capacity ofithe advanced CPUiprocessors, numerous unpredictable real-time         
applicationsihaveibeenimadeiconceivable and actualized in different fields around the world. One of           

 



the broadly utilizedireal-timeiapplications is videoisurveillance frameworks. Videoisurveillance       
frameworks are utilized forisecurity observing, peculiarityidetection,itraffic checking and numerous         
differentipurposes.iVideoisurveillance frameworks have diminished theineediofihumaninearness to      
screeniexercisesicaughtibyivideoicameras.iAndifurthermoreioneiofitheiupsidesiofivisualisurveillane 
frameworks is videoicanibeen put away and dissected for futureireference. Oneiof the significant            
utilizations of videoisurveillance frameworks is trafficisurveillance. Broadiresearch has been done          
in the field of video trafficisurveillance. Videoitraffic surveillanceiframeworks are utilized for           
vehicleidetection, following, trafficistream estimation, vehicleispeedidetection, vehicleigrouping,      
and so on. One of the broadly utilized uses of trafficisurveillance frameworks is vehicleidetection              
and following. By recognizing and following vehicles, we can identify vehicle's speed, direction,             
traffic thickness, and so on and if there is any irregularity, the recorded data can be sent to the traffic                    
specialists to make vital move. Table 1.1[3] shows the presentation correlation of different episode              
detection advances. Along these lines video-baseditrafficisurveillance frameworks have been         
favored everywhere throughout theiworld. 
 

 

Type Advantage Disadvantage 

Inductive Loop 
Detector 

● Relative low cost 
● Large knowledge base 
● Relative good 

performance 
 

● Installation and 
maintenance require 
stopping of traffic 

● Can be damaged by heavy 
vehicles and road repair. 

Microwave(Radar) ● Installation and 
maintenance doesn’t 
require stopping of traffic 

● Compact Size  

● Relatively low accuracy of 
data 

Active infrared ● No Data  ● Can be damaged in strong 
precipitation and low 
visibility 

● High price 

Passive infrared ● Installation and 
maintenance doesn’t 
require stopping of traffic 

● Better than visible 
wavelength sensor in fog 

● Compact size 

● Have an unstable detection 
zone 

● One sensor is focused in 
collecting information 
from one lane 

Ultrasonic ● Wide range of recevied 
traffic data 

● The signall can be 
attenuated or distorted 
because of environmental 
factors 

● Poorly detect cover by 
snow cars 

 



Magnetometer ● Suitable for installation in 
bridges and other solid 
surface where other 
detectors cannot be 
installed  

● Limited in use 
● Average cost 

 

Video Image 
Processing 

● Provides an image of 
movement in real time 

● Monitor simulataneoulsy 
with many lens  

● No traffic interuption for 
installation or repair 

● It is requierd expensive 
data transmission 
equipments 

● Different algorithm is 
required for day and night 
use 

● Possible error in data of 
traffic 

● Exposed to atmospheric 
conditions and harsh 
climate  

 
Tablei1.1:iPerformance comparisoniamong existingiincident detectionitechnologies[3] 

 
As indicated by World HealthiOrganization reportsiabouti1.2 million lives are lost each year            
because of trafficiaccidents. What is all the more astounding is the way that trafficiaccident related               
passings is one among the main ten reasons for deathiworldwide, the rundown that incorporates              
tuberculosis, coronary illness andiAIDS as appeared in Table 1.2[4]. And furthermore the expense             
of these accidentsimeans a stunningi1-3% of the world's GrossiNational Product. In the United             
States, it is assessed that vehicleiaccidents represent more than 40,000 passings and cost over $164               
billion everyiyear. Among these, travelerivehicle crashes represent by far most of passings. With no              
preventive estimates these figures are assessed to increment toi65% throughout the following 20             
years. Studies have demonstrated that the quantity of trafficirelated fatalities is exceptionally reliant             
on crisis. A portion of the situations delineating traffic accidents and its results 4 reaction time . At                  
the point when an accident happens, reaction time is basic, each additional moment thatiit takes for                
helpito show up can mean the contrast among lifeiand demise. So there emerges a requirement for a                 
framework that can identifyiaccidents naturally and report itito theiconcerned specialists rapidly by            
which the crisis reaction time can be made quicker, in this way possibly sparing a great many lives.                  
With the utilization ofivideo-based trafficisurveillance frameworks,iaccidents can be recordediand         
be sent to the trafficiobserving focus so the approaching traffic can be cautioned of an event of                 
accident and be occupied to maintain a strategic distance from traffic clog. This carries us to the                 
inspiration of this exploration. The inspiration of this examination is to build up an accident               
detection module at roadwayiconvergences through videoiprocessing and report the identified          
accident alongside the accidentivideo to the concerned specialists, with the goal that quick move              
can be made and possibly spare a great many lives andiproperty. 

 



 
Table 1.2iTop 10 causes of death worldwidei[4] 

 
 
 
 
 
1.3 Contribution  
 
The fundamental commitment of this project is theireal-time execution of vehicleidetection and            
following alongside accidentidetection at roadwayicrossing points. As talked about before albeit a            
lot of researchihas been doneiidentifying vehicleidetection and following the greater part of the             
frameworks neglect to execute them in the real-time on account of the multifaceted nature of the                
calculation. In this postulation another technique has been adjusted to follow the identified vehicles              
in every video outline that is appropriate forireal-time execution and furthermore accidentidetection            
modules have been added to vehicle detection and following modules that can work in real-time.               
We utilize theilow-level highlights, for example, region, direction, centroid, shading, luminance of            
the removed vehicle districts to accomplish a sensible following rate. To decideiaccidents, speed,             
zone and direction of the followed vehicle were utilized. The understanding of this proposal is to                
process the greatest video outlines as could reasonably be expected and furthermore accomplish a              
great execution rate at the same time. 
 
 

 
 
 

 



CHAPTER 2 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
 
2.1  Related Work 
 
Various regular road occurrence detection calculations have been created in the previous quite a few               
years. Methods dependent on choice trees for design acknowledgment, time arrangement           
examination, Kalman channels, and neural systems have been endeavored however metiwith           
changing degrees of accomplishment in theiridetection execution [2]. Then again, just a couple of              
analysts have researched the detection of traffic crashes at crossing points [2].  
 
Ini2005,iGreen et al. [4] assessed a sound-incited videoirecording framework used to break down             
the explanations behind trafficicrashes at convergences. The framework naturally recordsipotential          
episodes when initiated by sound (horns, conflicting metal, screeching tires, and so forth.). It was               
conveyed in 2001 at the crossing point of Brookiand JeffersoniStreets iniLouisville, KY. The             
transportationiengineers utilized this data to make a few upgrades to the crossing point, which              
brought about 14% decrease in accidents. Another examination portrayed in a 2001 report thought              
about the improvement of a framework for naturally recognizing and revealing trafficicrashes at             
convergences [4] the investigation would decide crashes legitimately from theiacoustic sign of the             
accident.  
 
An acousticidatabase of ordinary trafficisounds, development sounds, and crashisounds was created           
utilizing the hints of crashitests, routine trafficisounds at crossing points, and development sounds             
from building destinations. Tests indicated that the falseialarm ratei(FAR) (false positive) was 1%.             
The end wasithat the framework should have been additionally assessed in circumstances with             
routineitraffic stream andiaccident events. 
 
 
 

  
2.2 TrafficiAccident Detection and InformingiSystem  
 
TrafficiAccident Detection and Informing System is aniimage-impelled moving pictureirecording         
and detailing systemiused to investigate and assess the event of trafficicrashes at convergences. The              
system comprises of aicharge-coupled-gadgeticamera situated on the edge of the crossing point to             
get a perspective on occurrences, an image processing unit that identifies images that could be               
identified with a traffic crash, an advanced videoirecorder (DVR)ithat has recordediall the            
circumstances of the convergence for the past about fourteen days, and a correspondence unit that               
send theiAMPs to theiTMC. At the point when the Accident Detection and Informing System              
recognizes an occasion that couldibe a crash and catches the AMPs (which incorporate 5 s before                

 



the occasion and 5 s after the occasion) from theiDVR, the systemisends theiAMPs to theiTMC by                
theivirtual privateisystem. 

 
 
 

2.3iPerformanceiMeasures  
 
The information from the policeireports were utilized to coordinate eachicrash report to aniAMP by              
the AccidentiDetection and InformingiSystem. The exhibition of the episodeidetection model is for            
the most part assessed utilizing the records:  
FalseiAlarmiRate (FAR) [4], which is characterized as 
  

FAR =  No. of false alarm case/ totalino. ofiinputipatterns 
 
where,iinput patterniis a 10isecond movingipicture foriaccidentidetection. Aigoodiaccident       
detectionisystemishouldihave aivery lowiFAR. 

 
 

2.4  Traffic Image Analysis  
 
There are essentially four significant advances engaged with the video-based accident detection            
systems, different looks into have beenidone on everyiindividual area separately and great execution             
have been acquired. These are the accompanying advances -  
 
1. Movement division and vehicleidetection  
 
2.iVehicle following  
 
3.iProcessing theiaftereffects of following to figure trafficiparameters  
 
4.iAccidentidetection utilizing the trafficiparameters 
 
 
 
 
2.4.1.iMotion segmentationiand VehicleiDetection  
 
Motionisegmentation is theiway toward isolating theimoving articles from theifoundation. The          
motionisegmentation step isifundamental for recognizing the vehiclesiin theiimage arrangement.         
Figurei2.1[2] shows a case of vehicleidetection. Figure 2.1(a)[2] is the firstiimage andiFigure            
2.1(b)[2] shows the recognized vehicle locales. To decide accidents, speed, region and direction of              
the followed vehicleiwere utilized. The knowledge ofithis postulation is toiprocess greatest video            
outlines as could be expected under the circumstances and furthermore accomplish great execution             

 



rate at the same time. To decide accidents,ispeed, zone and direction of the followed vehicle were                
utilized. The understanding of this theory is toiprocess greatest video outlines as could reasonably              
be expected and furthermore accomplish great execution rate at the same time.  
 
 

 
 
Thereiare fourimain approachesito detectivehicle regions,ithey are  
 
1.iFrame differencingimethod  
 
2.iBackground subtractionimethod  
 
3.iFeature basedimethod  
 
4.iMotion basedimethod  
 
 
2.4.1.1.iFrameiDifferencingiMethod  
 
Inithe casing distinction strategy movingivehicle districts are recognized by taking away two back             
to back image outlines in theiimage arrangement. This functions admirably if there should arise an               
occurrence of uniform brightening conditions, else it makes a non-vehicular area and furthermore             
outline differencing strategy doesn't function admirably if the time interim between the edges being              
deducted is excessively enormous. A portion of the vehicle detection strategies utilizing this             
strategy. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



2.4.1.2.iBackground SubtractioniMethod  
 
Foundation deduction technique isione of the broadly utilized strategies to recognize moving            
vehicle districts. In this progression either the as of now put away foundation outline or the                
foundation generatedifrom theiaggregated image grouping is deducted from the info image edge to             
identify theimoving vehicleiareas. This distinction imageiis thenithresholded to separate the vehicle           
locales. The issue with the put away foundation outline is thatithey areinot versatile toichanging              
light and climate conditionsiwhich may make non-existentivehicle areas and furthermore worksifor           
fixed foundations.  
 
In this manner thereiis a need to generateia foundation that is dynamicito the enlightenment and               
climateiconditions. Different strategies dependent on insights andiparametric models have been          
utilized. A portion of the methodologies [14] expected Gaussian likelihood circulation for every             
pixel in the image. At that point theiGaussian appropriation model is refreshed with the pixel               
esteems from theinew image outline inithe image succession.  
 
Single Gaussian appropriation based foundation demonstrating functions admirably if the          
foundation is moderately fixed and it comes up short if the foundation containsishadows and              
non-significant moving districts (e.g., tree limbs). This drove the examination to utilize more than              
oneiGaussian (MixtureiofiGaussians) to fabricate increasingly powerful foundation demonstrating        
strategies. In Mixture of Gaussian techniques [13] – [14] hues fromiaipixel in a foundation object               
are depicted by numerousiGaussian conveyances. These techniques had the option to create great             
foundation displaying. In all the above depicted strategies a few parameters should be evaluated              
from the information to accomplish accurate thickness estimation for foundation [15]. Anyway            
more often than not this data isn't known in advance. 
 
 
 
2.4.1.3. Feature Based Method  
 
Since the foundation deduction techniques need accurate demonstrating of foundation to recognize            
moving vehicle locales, specialists moved their concentration to identify moving vehicle districts            
utilizing highlight based strategies. These strategies utilized sub-highlights, for example,iedges or           
corners ofivehicles. These highlights are then assembled by examining their motionibetween           
sequential casings. In this manner a gathering of highlights presently sections a moving vehicle              
from the foundation. The upsides of these techniques [13] is that the issue of impediment between                
the vehicle locales can be taken care of well, the component based strategies haveiless              
computational multifaceted nature contrasted with foundation deduction strategy, the sub-highlights          
can be additionally broke down for characterizing the vehicle type andithere is no need of fixed                
camera. Kolleriet al. [13] utilized removal vectors from theioptical streamifield and edges as             
sub-highlights for vehicleidetection. Beymerietial. [3] utilized corner vehicles as highlights for           
estimating trafficiparameters. Edges are utilized as highlights to distinguish vehiclesiby Dellart et            
al. [10]. Smith [11] utilized a mix of cornersiand edges to recognize movingivehicles. Yet, the               

 



impediment of theseisystems isithat on the off chance that the highlights are not gathered              
accurately, at that point there might be a disappointment in distinguishing vehicles effectively and              
furthermore a portion of the systems areicomputationally perplexing and needs quick           
processingicomputers for real-time execution. 
 
 
2.4.1.4.iMotion BasediMethod  
 
Motionibased methodologies were likewise used to identify the vehicle locales in image groupings             
[12]. Optical stream based methodologies were utilized to identify moving items in the techniques              
[512]-[12]. These strategies are exceptionally compelling on little moving items. Wixon [12]            
proposed a calculation to identify striking motion by coordinating edge to-outline optical stream             
after some time; along these lines it is conceivable to foresee the motion example of every pixel.                 
This methodology expect that the article will in general move a reliable way after some timeiand                
that frontal area motionihas diverse saliency. The downsides of optical stream based strategies are              
count of optical stream expends time and the inward purposes of an enormous homogeneous article               
(for example vehicle with single shading) can't be highlighted with optical stream. A portion of the                
methodologies utilized spatio-transient force varieties to distinguish motion and in this manner            
section the movingivehicle locales. 
 
 
2.4.2.iCameraiCalibration  
When theivehicle locales are distinguished and reasonable highlights, for example, territory,           
direction, shading, and so forth are determined, it is fundamental for the 2D data got fromithe image                 
to beimapped to thei3D data as for theireal-world. Geometricicamera alignment is the way toward              
deciding the 2D-3Dimapping betweenitheicamera andithe worldifacilitate systems [12]. In this          
manner there is aineed to change over the camera directions to world directions utilizing the inside                
(chief point, central length, angle proportion) and outside parametersiof the camerai(position and            
direction of the cameraiin world arrange system). We can arrange the camera alignment strategies in               
two sorts: photogrammetric adjustment and self-adjustment. In photogrammetric alignment [12], an           
article whose 3D world directions is known in earlier is seen by a camera to discover the adjustment                  
parameters. In self adjustment methods [12], the situation of the camera isichanged toirecord static              
scenes and images with known inner parameters, from which alignment parameters can be             
recouped. Figure 2.2[12]ishows imagingifor point of view change 

 

 



 
 

Figure 2.2: Imaging Geometry: Perspective Transformation[12] 
 
 
 
 
 

2.4.3.iVehicleiTracking  
 
When theivehicle locales are recognized it is important for theseivehicle districts to be followed in               
theiimage groupings with the goal that fundamental data aboutitheivehicle, for example, speed,            
vehicleidirection, vehicle measurements can be processed and utilized for additional utilization.  
 
Vehicle following is a significant stageiin crashidetection systems.iGiven the recognized vehicles,           
following can be seen as aicorrespondence issue iniwhich the objective is to figure out which               
distinguishedivehicle in the following casing compares to a givenivehicle in the present casing.             
Throughout the years different inquires about have been led identified with vehicle following.             
These methodologies can be delegated follows. 
 
1.iRegion-BasediTracking 
 
2.iActive ContouriTracking  
 
3. Color and Pattern-BasediTracking  
 
4.iMarkov Random FieldiTracking  
 
5.iFeature- BasediTracking  
 
6.iOther approaches  
 

 



 
2.4.3.1.iRegion-BasediTracking 
 
In this strategy the image outline containingivehicles is deducted from the foundation outline which               
is then additionally prepared to acquire vehicle districts (masses). At that point these vehicle locales               
are followed. Different techniques have been proposed dependent on this methodology. Gupteiet al.             
[14] proposed a strategy that performedivehicle following at twoilevels: locale level and vehicle             
level. The strategy depends on the foundation of correspondencesibetween locales. Representation           
of vehicle following (a) Frameiat time ti(b) Frameiat time t+1i(c) Frameiat timeit+2 (a)i(c) 20              
vehicleitravels through theiimage grouping utilizing maximallyiweighted chart. In any case, the           
hindrance of these techniques is that they experience issues in taking care of shadows, impediment. 
 
 
2.4.3.2.iActive ContouriTracking 
 
The following methodology used to follow vehiclesiwas following the forms speaking to the limit              
of theivehicle. These areiknown as dynamic formimodels or snakes. When theivehicle areas are             
distinguished in the info outline the forms of theivehicle are removed and powerfully refreshed in               
each progressive casing. In the strategy utilized by Kolleriet al.i[18] the vehicle locales are              
recognized by foundation deduction and followed utilizing force andimotion limits of theivehicle            
objects. This technique utilizes Kalman channels for assessing the relativeimotion and the state of              
the shape. The benefit of dynamic shape following over district based following is the diminished               
computational unpredictability. However, the hindrance of the technique is their powerlessness to            
accurately follow the impeded vehiclesiand following should be introduced on every vehicle            
separately to deal with impediment better. 
 
2.4.3.3.iColor and Pattern-BasediTracking  
 
Chachich et al. [14] utilized shading marks in quantizediRGB space for following vehicles.iIn this              
work, vehicleidetections are related with one another by utilizing a various leveled choice procedure              
that incorporates shading data,iappearance probabilityiand drivericonduct. In [5], an example          
acknowledgment put together way to deal with respect to street vehicle detection has been              
concentrated notwithstanding following vehiclesifrom a fixed camera. In any case, the following            
dependent on shading and example coordinating isn't excessively solid. There are significantly more             
focal points of videoibased trafficiaccident detection systems since the accidents can beirecorded            
and investigated and these chronicles can be utilized to improve the security highlights at roadways               
and convergences. Furthermore, significantly once theiaccident has been distinguished, the          
mechanized announcing of theiaccident can be utilized to decrease the crisis reaction time which on               
its own makes the videoibased traffic surveillanceisystems better than other non-visionibased           
systems. 
 
 
 

 



2.4.3.4.iMarkov RandomiFieldiTracking 
 
Kamijoiet al. [18] proposedia technique to portion and track vehicles utilizingispatiotemporal           
Markov arbitrary fields. In this technique the image is partitioned into pixel squares and a               
spatiotemporaliMarkov irregular field is utilized to refresh an article map utilizing present and past              
image. This technique dealt with impediments well. In any case, the downside of this technique is                
that it doesn't yield data about vehicle directions in the world arrange system. Also, so as to                 
accomplish accurate outcomes the images in the succession are prepared with a backward request to               
guarantee that vehiclesisubside from the camera. The exactness diminished by a factoriof two when              
the arrangement isn't prepared backward, in this manner making the calculation unsatisfactory for             
on-lineiprocessing. 
 
 
 2.4.3.5.iFeature-BasediTracking 
 
In include based following [10], reasonable highlights are removed from theivehicle districts and             
these highlights are handled to follow theivehicles accurately. These calculations have low intricacy             
and canioperate in real-timeiand furthermore can deal with impediments well. Beymer et al. [3]              
utilized a component following strategy in which theivehicle point highlights are followed all             
through theidetection zone (section and leave locale). The element gathering is finished by             
developing a diagram after some time, withivertices speaking to sub-include tracks andiedges            
speaking to the gathering connections between tracks. Kanhere et al. [10] utilized 3D world              
directions of the element purpose of the vehicle and gathered those focuses so as to section and                 
track theiindividualivehicles. Surface based highlights were utilized for following in [12].           
Scale-Invariant highlights were utilized for following by Choi et al. [13]. The downside of highlight               
based following is the acknowledgment rate of vehicles utilizing two-dimensionaliimage highlights           
is low, on account of the non-straight twisting because of viewpoint projection and the image               
varieties because of development comparative with the camera. 
 
 
2.4.4iAccident DetectioniSystems  
 
Afterivehicles in imageiarrangement are recognized and followed accurately appropriate traffic          
parameters (for example speed,idirection, traffic stream) are removed from theivehicle, the           
computeritraffic parametersiare utilized to distinguish episodes at interstates and roadway crossing           
points. Manyiresearch worksihave beenidone inithe pastito addressithis issueias there are various           
favorable circumstances in distinguishing accidents. Prior research identified with traffic accident           
detection systems included distinguishing anomalous occurrences, for example, traffic jams,          
recognizing tumbled down obstructions, and so forth. Proposedian imageiprocessingibased         
automatic unusual episode detection system. The system is utilized to identify four kinds of              
episodes specifically halted vehicles, slowivehicles, fallen items andivehicles that have endeavored           
path progressive changes. Kimachi et al. [4] considered vehicle practices causing episodes (for             
example trafficiaccident) utilizing imageiprocessing strategies and fluffy rationale to foresee an           

 



episode beforeiit happens. Trivediiet al. [6] depicted a technique for creating circulated video             
systems for episode detectioniand the executives utilizing 23iomnidirectional cameras.iBlosseville         
et al. [11] utilized imageiprocessing methods to recognize shoulder episodes.  
 
A portion of the methodologies talked about above were restricted to identify unusual episodes at               
roadways; in this manner more accentuation wasigiven to decide accidentsiby later scientists.iAtev            
et al. [14] utilized aivision-based way to deal with anticipate crash at traffic convergences. In this                
strategy theivehicles are followed utilizing theiricentroid position andidata about theivehicle, for           
example, speed, position, width and stature are figured and a bouncing box isidrawn aroundieach              
followed vehicle. Utilizing the jumping box data around every vehicle crash is resolved dependent              
on the sum to which the bouncing box crosses. Hu et al. [14] utilized vehicle speed and direction                  
data to anticipate traffic accidents utilizing neural systems administration preparing of traffic            
parameters.iKi and Leei[14] utilized variety in speed, territory, position and heading of the followed              
vehicle to get an accident record which would decide the event of accidents at convergences. 
 
 
2.5iLimitations ofiexistingiVehicle Trackingiand AccidentiDetectioniSystems 
 
A portion of the confinements of the current vehicleidetection, following and accidentidetection            
systems are given underneath -  
 
1. The vast majority of the current vehicleidetection and following systems have highicomputational             
unpredictability.  
 
2. A portion of the vehicleidetection systems utilize refined foundation demonstrating techniques            
which adds to the intricacy of the calculation.  
 
3. A portion of the currentivehicle following systems need rapid processors for usage.  
 
4. A portion of the systems utilize significant level learning calculations, for example, HMM,ineural              
system to identifyiaccidents which make the real-time usage troublesome.  
 
5.iReal-time usage of these systems isn't achievable on lowispeed processorsiIn this section we have              
quickly examined the current vehicle followingiand accidentidetection systems and their favorable           
circumstances and weaknesses.  
 
Extensive researchiwork has beenidone identified with thisifield and not many systemsihave been            
utilized in viable circumstances. Anyway there is opportunity to get better in all the systems that                
have been looked into 
 

 



Figure 2.3: Brief overview of the accident detection system[13] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



CHAPTER 3 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1. Illustration of Block Diagram 

 
FIGURE 3.1:iBLOCKiDIAGRAMiOF THEiACCIDENT DETECTIONiSYSTEM[15] 

 
 

 



 
Inithis projectivehicle following is done dependent onilow-level highlights and low-levelihuman          
visual-systemi(HVS) demonstrating. Low-levelihighlights (e.g., shading, direction, size) are        
commonly utilized in view of their lowicomputational unpredictability. Our technique utilizes a            
weighted mix of low-level highlights alongside a humanivision based calculation of visual            
divergence for vehicle following. In spite of the fact that HVS models have discovered far reaching                
use in an assortment of purchaser image processing applications, they presently can't seem to be               
utilized widely forivehicle following. The detail depiction of the whole system is as per the               
following:  
 
The initial step of the procedure is the casing extractionistep. In this edges are extricatedifrom the                
videoicamera input.  
 
Theisecond stepiof the procedure is the vehicleidetection step. Here the as of now put away               
foundation outline is deducted from the info edge to identify the moving locales in the casing. The                 
distinction image isifurther thresholded to recognize the vehicle districts in the edge. Thus the              
vehicles in each edge are identified.  
 
Inithe thirdistep low-level highlights, for example, territory, centroid, direction,iluminance and          
shade of the removed vehicle districts are figured. And furthermore for every one of the locales                
distinguished in outline at time t, similitude list is figured with the entirety of the districts identified                 
in outline at time t+1 utilizing human visionibased model investigation.  
 
In the following stage, Euclidean separation is figured between theilow-level highlights of every             
vehicle in outline n and the various vehicles recognized in outline n+1. ThisiEuclidean separation              
vector is joined with the as of now registered similitude list for a specific vehicle locale in outline n.                   
In light of the base separation between vehicle locales following was finished.  
 
In the subsequent stage, theicentroid positioniof a followed vehicle in each edge is figured and               
dependent on this data and the edge rate; theispeed of the followed vehicle is processed as far as                  
pixels/second.  
 
Sinceithe situation of the videoicamera is fixed,ithe cameraiparameters, for example, central length,            
dish and tilt edge of theivehicle remains the steady andiit very well may be processed utilizing                
camera adjustment calculation. From this data the pixel directions of theivehicle in each edge is               
changed over toireal-world directions.  
 
Byithis 9itransformation, the speed of theivehicle regarding miles/hr is registered. In view of the              
speed data,iposition andilow-level highlights of the followed vehicle reasonable limits are           
characterized to decide the event of accidents. This is the general portrayal of the proposedisystem               
for accident detectioniat roadway crossing points. 
 
 

 



3.2.iVariation iniPosition ofitheiVehicles 
 
Changeiin centroidiposition of the vehicles in outlines Itiand It+1ican be utilized as a factorito              
decide the event ofiaccident. Much the same as the adjustment in territory of theivehicles, when an                
accident happens the bouncing of twoivehicles meet causing an adjustment in generally speaking             
situation of the vehicles. In this wayichange inicentroid of the vehicles in sequential casings can be                
utilized as a descriptor to decide the event of an accident. Change inicentroid isigiven by: ∆𝑥 = 𝑥 𝑎𝑡                   
𝐼𝑡+1 − 𝑥 𝑎𝑡 𝐼𝑡 (5.6) ∆𝑦 = 𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝐼𝑡+1 − 𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝐼𝑡 The accompanying articulation is utilized as a factor for                        
traffic accident detection: 𝑃𝐼 = 1, 𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑥 ≥ 𝑐, 𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑦 ≥ whereiPI is the position list and c,d are limits.                      
shows a representation of deciding accidents utilizing centroid data. 
 
 
3.3.iVariation iniOrientation ofitheiVehicles  
 
Variety in direction of theivehicles can be utilized as a factor toidecide the event of aniaccident. As                 
on account of speed, zone andicentroid of the vehicles, the direction of the vehicle in outlines It and                  
It+1 are looked at. In the event that there is a huge change in the direction of the vehicles identified                    
and followed between two successive casings, at that point a chance ofiaccident is resolved. 𝑖𝑛               
𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∆𝛳 = 𝛳 𝑎𝑡 𝐼𝑡+1 − 𝛳 𝑎𝑡 𝐼𝑡 . The direction recordiOI is given by:  
𝑂𝐼 = 1, 𝑖𝑓 ∆𝛳 ≥ 𝑒 0, where e is the edge for change in direction of theivehicles.shows a delineation                     
of deciding accidents utilizing change in direction. 
 
 
 
3.4.iOveralliAccidentiIndex  
 
Subsequent to figuring the speed, zone, positioniand direction record of theivehicles, the general             
accidentilist is decide by the entirety ofiindividual files. The general accident list is then contrasted               
with theiaccident limit with decide the event of accident. In the event that the accident file surpasses                 
a specific limit, at that point an event of accident is flagged, in any case the system discovers that                   
there isino accidentiand theiprocedure is rehashed until aniaccident is recognized. The general            
AccidentiIndex (AI)iis giveniby: 𝐴𝐼 =i𝑉𝐼 +i𝐷𝐼 +i𝑃𝐼 +i𝑂𝐼 The event of accident is controlled by:               
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 1, 𝑖𝑓 𝐴𝐼 ≥ 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡(5.11) A diagram of theiaccident detection process is appeared                
in theiand the accidentidetection calculation is summed up as follows:  
 
1.iVehicle districts are distinguished in image outlines.  
 
2.iLow-level highlights, for example, region, direction,icentroid, luminanceiand shade of the          
distinguished vehicles are separated.  
 
3.iVehicles are followed utilizing the following calculation.  
 
4. Rates of the followed vehiclesiare determined.  

 



5. Speed, Area,iPosition and Orientation Indexesiare determined.  
 
6. By and large AccidentiIndex is determined utilizing the total ofiindividual records and event of               
accidentiis distinguished. 
 
 
  
3.5.iLocating theipoint ofiaccident 
 
When aniaccident is controlled by theisystem, the subsequent stage is to find where theiaccident has               
happened. This data can be gotten utilizing the situation of theivehicles thatiwere engaged with the               
accidentiat a specific edge. By utilizing this data the client is educated about the event ofiaccident                
alongside where the accident has happened. This data is valuable since wheniaccidents hasibeen             
recognized and assume this data must beitransmitted to a data place or broke down for future                
purposes,ihaving theiaccident cut recorded alongside the purpose of event of accident diminishes            
the repetitive image outlines should be transmittediand furthermore the end client can identify the              
event of accident without dissecting the videoibeingitransmitted. This outcomes in extensive           
sparing of breaking down time. 
 

 
FIGURE 3.2:iILLUSTRATION OFiACCIDENT DETECTION USINGiCHANGE IN AREAi(A) FRAMEiAND ITSiCORRESPONDING 
BINARYiIMAGE BEFOREiOCCURRENCE OFiAN ACCIDENTi(B) FRAMEiAND ITSiCORRESPONDINGiBINARY IMAGEiAFTER 

OCCURRENCEiOFiAN ACCIDENTi[15] 

 



CHAPTER 4  
 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 

4.1.  Experimental Setup and Initialisation 
 
Stepsitoidownload theirequirements below: 

DownloadiPython 2.7.xiversion, numpyiand OpenCV 2.4.xiversion.Check if youriWindows either        
32 bit or 64 bit isicompatible and install accordingly. 
 
sudo apt-get install python 

pip install numpy 

1. install OpenCV 

2. Make sure that jupyter notebook is running in your python then try to install opencv. 

3. Put the cars.xml file in the same folder. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

import cv2 

cap = cv2.VideoCapture('video.avi') 

car_cascade = cv2.CascadeClassifier('cars.xml') 

  

while True: 

    ret, frames = cap.read() 

    gray = cv2.cvtColor(frames, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

    cars = car_cascade.detectMultiScale(gray, 1.1, 1) 

    for (x,y,w,h) in cars: 

        cv2.rectangle(frames,(x,y),(x+w,y+h),(0,0,255),2) 

    cv2.imshow('video2', frames) 

    if cv2.waitKey(33) == 27: 

        break 

cv2.destroyAllWindows() 

 

 

Detection of Vehicle:- 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 
4.2.iAdvantages of theiSystem  
 
Coming up next areithe benefits of theisystem  
 
1.iSystem can operate inireal-time withiregular CPUiprocessor andiwith the utilization of fast           
processor;ithe processingirate can beispeeded up further.  
 
2.iThe vehicleidetection and following calculation utilized in the systemihave lowicomputational          
expense.  
 
3.iVehicle following strategy utilized in theisystem utilizes low-levelihighlights which haveilow          
multifaceted nature when contrasted with the current systems.  
 
4.iThe system centers aroundireal-time execution of accidentidetection atitraffic crossing point          
where the event ofiaccidents is assessed to be more.  
 
5.iAs a result of the quick working time, future upgrades can beiadded to theisystem to makeiit                
increasingly strong. 
 
 
4.3. iLimitations andiAssumptions 
 
 The accompanying rundown theirestrictions and suppositions utilized in the proposal -  
 
1.iThe system can't distinguish the items other than vehicles like bikes, people, and so forth.  
 
2. The system functions admirably just in lighticonditions. The exhibition of theisystem has not              
been assessed in nighticonditions.  
 
3.iThe systemidoesn't deal with impediment well particularly if some portioniof a vehicle isiblocked             
with anotherivehicle.  
 
4. Despite the fact that the system can accomplish real-time execution, the strategy had been tried                
and assessedidisconnected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



CHAPTER 5 
 

 VEHICLEiDETECTIONiAND FEATUREiEXTRACTION  
 

 
5.1.iVehicleiDetection  
 
VehicleiDetection is aniimportant stageiof theiaccident detectionisystem iniwhich theimoving        
vehicles areisegmented fromithe background.iFigure 5.1ishows a briefidescription ofivehicle        
detectionisystem. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

FIGUREi5.1:iDESCRIPTIONiOFiVEHICLE DETECTIONiSYSTEM [15] 
 
 

 
 

 



The technique thatiis utilized for identifying movingivehicles is foundation deduction. Since the            
examination concentrated onireal-time execution of theisystem, foundation demonstrating        
procedures thatihave highicomputational expense were not attempted. And furthermore since the           
testing of the calculation is done disconnected and the situation of theicamera recordingithe video              
grouping is static we utilized a put away foundation outline for foundation deduction. When the               
vehicle locales are distinguished, reasonableilow-level highlights are extricated fromithe vehicle          
districts. The procedure of vehicleidetection is clarified in detail in the accompanying areas. 
 
 
5.1.1.iBackgroundiSubtraction  
 
Theifirst stepiin theialgorithm isito subtractithe backgroundifrom theicurrent inputiframe toidetect         
theivehicles. Figurei5.2 showsiexamples ofibackground subtractionimethod. Figurei5.2(a)      
showsitheiinputiframe, Figurei5.2(b) shows theibackground frameiused andiFigure 5.3(c) showsithe        
differenceiimage. 

 

 
 

FIGUREi5.2:iEXAMPLES OFiBACKGROUND SUBTRACTIONi(A) INPUTiFRAMEi(B)iBACKGROUND 
FRAMEi(C) DIFFERENCEiIMAGE [15] 

 
 
 

 

 



5.1.2. Thresholding and Morphological Processing 
 
An image processing technique that makes a bitonal (otherwise known as paired) image dependent              
on setting a limit an incentive on the pixel force of the first image. While most ordinarily applied to                   
grayscale images, it can likewise be applied to shading images. 
 
 

 

 
 

FIGUREi5.3:iILLUSTRATION OFiTHRESHOLDING (A)iDIFFERENCE IMAGEi(B)iTHRESHOLDED 
IMAGE[15] 

 
Theibinaryiimageibw(x,y) obtainedifrom thresholdingisuffers frominoise andiunwantedipixel     
values.iThereforeimorphological operations,iopening followediby closingiis doneion theibinary      
imageibw(x,y) toiobtained a finalicleaned imageibwifinal(x,y).  

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
FIGURE 5.4:i ILLUSTRATION OFiMORPHOLOGICALiPROCESSING (A)iTHRESHOLDED IMAGEi(B)iCLEANED 

IMAGE[15] 
 
morphologicaliprocessing.iFigure showsithe thresholdediimage ishows ifinal cleanediimage after 
morphologicalioperations. Theifinal binaryiimage bwifinal(x,y) consistsiregions ofiindividual 
detectedivehicles 
 
 
 
5.1.3.iConnected ComponentiLabeling andiRegioniExtraction 
 
The districts in the parallel imageibw final(x,y)iare named utilizing associated segment marking.            
This procedure marks the areas in the double imageiand yieldsia gauge of the quantity of associated                
segments. From this procedure, the quantity of vehicles recognized in the image is assessed. Figure               
shows associated part naming yield. Figureiis the twofoldiimage and Figureiis the named image. 

 



 
Figurei5.5:iConnected componentilabeling (a)iBinary imagei(b)iLabeled image [15] 

 
After associated segment marking, the double guide is appliedion the first information outline             
It(x,y) and consequently we center just around those areas in whichithe vehicleiare distinguished.             
Figureiillustrates the procedure of vehicle district extraction. Figureishows theiinfo image; Figure           
shows the twofold cover of the vehicle districts and Figureishows the identified vehicle areas from               
the information image. 
 

 
Figurei5.6:iIllustrationiof vehicleiregion extractioni(a) Input imagei(b) Binary imagei(c) Detectedivehicle 

regions[15] 

 



 
 
 
5.2.iFeatureiExtraction 
 
Afterithe districts containingivehicles are separated, appropriateilow-level highlights areiremoved        
from theivehicle locales. The highlights utilized are zone,icentroid, direction, luminance and           
shading. These highlights are utilized in light of their lowicomputational multifaceted nature. Figure             
Let Xi {i= 1, 2, 3...} mean the individualivehicle districts distinguished in the informationiimage              
It(x,y) and let fk(Xi) indicate the k th highlight. 
 
 
5.2.1. BoundingiBox 
 
From theiassociated part named image, the jumping box directions of everyivehicle locale is             
determined. From theibouncing box arranges, the tallness and width data of theivehicle district is              
evaluated. Theseibouncing box organizes are utilized to ascertain the highlights of a specificivehicle             
area. Figure 5.7 [15] shows a case of separatedivehicle areas. Figure is the first image with jumping                 
box drawn along everyivehicle, Figure shows the separatedivehicle districts utilizing the bouncing            
box data and Figure shows the paired guide related with theivehicle locales. 
 

 
Figure 5.7:iExampleiof extractedivehicle regions (a)iInput image withibounding box aroundieach vehicleiregion 

(b) Extractedivehicle usingithe boundingibox (c) Labeledivehicle regionsi[15] 
 
 

 



 
 

Table 5.1 Vehicle Detection Results from two test videos 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



CHAPTER 6 
 

VEHICLEiTRACKING ANDiACCIDENT DETECTIONiSYSTEM 
 

 
6.1.iHuman VisualiSystem (HVS) ModeliAnalysis 
 
 
The highlights portrayed in Chapter, can help with followingivehicles over various casings.            
Anyway these casings don't unequivocally consider the general visual appearance of everyivehicle            
as checked by the natural eye. To display this perspective, we utilize a visual quality estimator,                
called MADi(MostiApparentiDistortion), as of late created. Given two images (or image           
districts),iMAD will restore a file which is corresponding to how different the two images appear to                
a human eyewitness.iMAD operates by utilizing a mix of visual detection model and a visual               
appearance model. Theidetection-based utilizes models of the human differentiation affectability          
work, luminance covering and complexity concealing to measure inconspicuous (close edge           
contrasts). The appearance-based model utilizes a log-Gabor change and nearby correlations of            
log-Gabor coefficient insights trying to demonstrate the visual appearance of plainly obvious            
contrasts. The MADilist is figured through a weighted geometric mean of these two model yields. 
 
6.2.iVehicleiTracking 
 
The following is done by means of relating by means of: (1) Searching for the locale in outline It+1                   
whose highlights most intently coordinate the highlights of the given area in outline It and (2)                
looking for the district in outline It+1, with the least MAD list when contrasted with the given                 
district in outline It . 
 
6.2.1.iFeatureiDistance 
 
Inithis progression the elementivector of the districts extricated from outlines Itiand It+1iare            
utilized. To follow the vehiclesiaccurately over each casing, the Euclidean separation between the             
component vector of every locale Xi {i= 1, 2, 3..} in It and the element vector of every area Xj {j=                     
1, 2, 3..} in It+1. Let ft(Xi) signify the element vector of the I th locale removed from outline It and                     
ft+1(Xi) mean the element vector of the j th area separated from outline It+1. Letidfeatures(Xi , Xj)                 
indicate the separation among ft(Xi)iand ft+1(Xi).  
 
Following is done normally between two continuous casings It and It+1. From the outset case of the                 
system, vehicle areas in two successive casings are recognized and their relating highlights are              
removed all the while. In following stage utilizing the vehicle highlight vector, include separation              
vectoridfeatures is figured betweenivehicle locales in outlines It and It+1. Additionally similitude            
list dMAD is figured betweenivehicle areas in outlines It and It+1 and the following is finished                
utilizing a weighted mix of dfeaturesiand dMAD.  

 



 
In the event that a counterpart for specificivehicle locale in outline Itican't beifound in the casing                
It+1, theivehicle district is thought to be kept separate from the sceneiand theivehicle is not any                
more followed and its data are not persisted to the subsequent stage. Additionally if another vehicle                
locale is identified in the casing It+1, the highlights of theivehicle are separated and utilized for                
following in the up and coming edges 
 
 
 
6.2.2.iSpeediof theiVehicle  
 
Speediof a specificivehicle locale Xi in outline It is figured utilizing the separationiwent by the               
vehicleiin outlineiIt+1 and the casing rate of the video from which the imageigrouping are              
extricated. The separation went by theivehicle is processed utilizing the centroidiposition (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) of                
the vehicle iniIt andiIt+1. Let Xi indicate a specific vehicleiidentified in It and Xj signify a similar                 
vehicle distinguished iniIt+1, expecting the correspondence between theivehicles is resolved          
utilizing the vehicle following advance. Speed of a specific vehicle locale Xi is given by: 

 
The above condition gives theispeed of theivehicle regarding pixels/sec. Inorder to decide the speed              
of theivehicle regardingireal-world joins together (miles/hr), camera adjustment process is utilized           
as clarified in Chapter, The connection between the image directions andireal-world directions is             
given by the condition. Utilizing the condition theicentroid position of a specific vehicle in It and                
It+1iis changed over from pixel directions toireal-world directions. From this progression the speed             
of the vehicle regarding (miles/hr) is resolved. Comparative procedure is rehashed for all             
theivehicle areas identified and followed. 
 
 
6.3.iAccidentiDetectioniSystem 
 
When theivehicles are recognized and followed effectively in outlines Itiand It+1, the subsequent             
stage in theiprocess is to decide the event of accident utilizing vehicle parameters, for example, the                
speed, direction and the highlights separated from singular vehiclesidistinguished in It and It+1. In              
this project the work done was adjusted for the usage of accidentidetection system. To decide the                
event of accident at trafficicrossing point the variety in speed, area, direction and position of the                
vehicles followed are utilized. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



6.3.1.iVariation inithe speediof theiVehicle 
 
Speediof the vehiclesiis a significant factor while deciding the event ofiaccidents atitraffic crossing             
point. Quick change in the speed of theivehicles is a helpful descriptor for a trafficiaccident. For                
instance if a specificivehicle goes with a speed v, after an event of aniaccident there is fast change                  
in the speed of theivehicle. Along these lines variety in speed of theivehicles across outlines is                
utilized as a factor for passing judgment on the event ofiaccidents by the system. In the                
accidentidetection system vehiclesiare distinguished and followed accurately and theirispeed.  
 
Data is separated at each casing the vehicle happens. After effective following of a vehicleiin two                
back to back edges It andiIt+1, the speed data of the followedivehicle got from It andiIt+1 is                 
contrasted and that acquired from It-1iand It . Since it is accepted that theivehicles moves at roughly                 
consistent speed, if a vehicleicrashes with anotherivehicle in outlineiIt+1, the speediof theivehicles            
is relied upon to go down definitely. So when theispeed of the vehicleidecided in It+1iis contrasted                
and that acquired iniIt , there ought to be a bigger distinction in the speed of the vehicle showing                   
that an accident has happened. To decide the event of accident the distinction in speed ofivehicles                
acquired between two successive edges contrasted and that of a predefined limit. 
 
 
6.3.2.iVariation in the AreaiofiVehicle 
 
Fastichange in the zone of theivehicles distinguished and followed can be utilized as aidescriptor to               
recognizeiaccidents. At the point when aniaccident happens, two vehiclesicome into contact and            
there isiprobability that the bouncing box of theivehicles may converge and for thisisituation there              
is a fast change in the territory of theivehicles recognized. To recognize accidentsithe territory of               
the vehiclesiidentified and followed iniIt andiIt+1 are analyzed and in the event that theiadjustment              
in region of theivehicles surpasses a zone limit, at that point there might be probability ofiaccident. 
 
6.3.3.iVariationiin Positioniof theiVehicles 
 
Change inicentroid position of theivehicles in outlines Itiand It+1ican be utilized as a factor to               
decide the event ofiaccident. Much the same as the adjustment in region of theivehicles, when an                
accidentihappens the bouncing of twoivehicles converge causing an adjustment in general situation            
of theivehicles. Consequently change inicentroid of the vehiclesiin back to back edges can be              
utilized as a descriptor to decide the event of aniaccident. 
 
6.3.4.iVariation iniOrientation ofiVehicle 
 
Variety in direction of theivehicles can be utilized as a factor to decide the event of aniaccident. As                  
on account of speed, territory andicentroid of theivehicles, the direction of the vehicleiin outlines It               
and It+1iare looked at. On the off chance that there is a critical change in the direction of the                   
vehiclesidistinguished and followed between two continuous casings, at that point a chance of             
accidentiis resolved. 

 



Python Code for Accident-Detection: 
 
#Import necessary packages 
import numpy as np 
import cv2 
from gsm import phoneSms 
import math, operator 
from functools import reduce 
 
 
#Function to find difference in frames 
def diffImg(t0, t1, t2): 
  d1 = cv2.absdiff(t2, t1) 
  d2 = cv2.absdiff(t1, t0) 
  return cv2.bitwise_and(d1, d2) 
 
j=1 
#Import video from webcam 
cam = cv2.VideoCapture(0) 
 
#Creating window to display  
winName = "Accident Detector" 
cv2.namedWindow(winName, cv2.WINDOW_AUTOSIZE) 
 
#Reading frames at multiple instances from webcam to different variables 
t_minus = cv2.cvtColor(cam.read()[1], cv2.COLOR_RGB2GRAY) 
t = cv2.cvtColor(cam.read()[1], cv2.COLOR_RGB2GRAY) 
t_plus = cv2.cvtColor(cam.read()[1], cv2.COLOR_RGB2GRAY) 
 
 
while True: 
  #Display video out through the window we created 
 
  cv2.imshow( winName, diffImg(t_minus, t, t_plus)) 
  ret, frame = cam.read() 
  cv2.imshow('video original', frame) 
  #Calling function diffImg() and assign the return value to 'p' 
  p=diffImg(t_minus, t, t_plus) 
  
  #Writing 'p' to a directory 
  cv2.imwrite("/Users/adity/OneDrive/Pictures/Shot/111.jpg",p) 
  
  #From Python Image Library(PIL) import Image class 
  from PIL import Image 
  
  #Open image from the directories and returns it's histogram's 
  h1 = Image.open("/Users/adity/Documents/Accident-detection-Project--master/New 
Dataset/ezgif-frame-"+str(j)+".jpg").histogram() 
  h2 = Image.open("/Users/adity/OneDrive/Pictures/Shot/111.jpg").histogram() 

 



  j=j+1 
 
  #Finding rms value of the two images opened before  
  rms = math.sqrt(reduce(operator.add,map(lambda a,b: (a-b)**2, h1, h2))/len(h1))  
  print (rms) 
  
  #If the RMS value of the images are under our limit  
  if (rms<2500): 
  #Then there is a similarity between images. i.e., Scene similar to an accident is found 
    print ("Accident Detected") 
    print ("Informing to data centre......") 
  
  #Calls script to send SMS to the specified number 
    phoneSms() 
 
  #Updates the frames 
  t_minus = t 
  t = t_plus 
  t_plus = cv2.cvtColor(cam.read()[1], cv2.COLOR_RGB2GRAY) 
  
  #Destroys the window after key press 
  key = cv2.waitKey(10) 
  if key == 27: 
    cv2.destroyWindow(winName) 
    break  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



CHAPTER 7 
INFORMING SYSTEM 

 
 
7.1. Importance 
 
Technology plays an important role in our lives. Best use of a technology is when it can be used for 
saving lives of millions of peoples around the globe. Every year millions of lives are lost in road 
accidents. we can use technology to save this loss of lives. 
 
In today’s era of fast moving technology advancement surveillance played an important role. Use of 
technology to save lives of people is necessary. Nowadays million of lives are lost because of delay 
in reporting of accidents. On the spot live detection of accident will save millions of lives which are 
caused due to delay in getting medical aid in time after the accident.  
 
Need of automatic informing system is because in todays fast moving world no wants to stop at the 
accident site and wants to inform the medical emergency services. People do not want to get into 
these matters because of fear of police and other formalities so seeing this problem an automatic on 
the spot live informing system is very much needed. This use of technology will help in saving lives 
as well as saving resources. It is the best example of using technology for the betterment of society. 
 
Accident detection system with automatic informing system will make this project more helpful as 
well as powerful. Use of automatic informing system in accident detection will fulfil the role of 
people as now there is no need of informing medical emergency by the peoples. This system will 
automatically detect the accident and as soon as accident is detected it will send and alert to the 
Command center and the operator in the command center will call the respective medical 
emergencies. operator is becoming a mediator just to confirm any false detection because if medical 
emergencies is informed without the accident then there is loss of resources which can be used at 
some other time.  

 
Figure 7.1: Basic Camera connection with the server[19] 

 



 
7.2. Informing System in Accident Detection 
 
 
Accident detection system can be used through the CCTV cameras in the national and state 
highways as well and important city roads.  Cameras are taking the live feed of the highways and 
roads and this live feed of highways and roads can be used for automatic detection of accident if it 
occur. Informing system which is live and online every time will help in enhancing this accident 
detection.  
 
As an accident occurs in the national and state highways or city roads the 24x7 informing system 
will alert the command center that an accident have been occurred in the particular area and then the 
operator handling the command center system will inform the necessary medical emergencies.  
 
Informing system can be used in providing fast reach of emergency services to the area of accident 
and will help in saving the lives of people. The combination of accident detection system with live 
informing system will be really helpful to the society.  
 
 
 
7.3. Working of Informing System 

 
 
Informing system will work on the alerting mechanism. It can be consider similar like Theft 
surveillance in smart homes. Anti-Theft surveillance system will inform the owner regarding the 
theft where as in accident detection and informing system the system will inform the concerned 
authorities regarding the accident with its venue the so that medical emergencies reach the spot of 
accident fast. 
 
The difference in Accident Detection informing system and anti-theft surveillance is that in 
anti-theft surveillance the alert is reached to the owner with the photos and location is know to the 
owner and he can inform the police regarding the theft whereas in accident detection informing 
system then alert is reached to the command center with the venue where the operator will inform 
the concerned emergency services. 
 
Accident Detection Informing system works in a chain process. First the accident is detected by the 
live feed of the camera using the accident detection algorithm, when an accident is occurred then 
the alert is sent to the command center regarding the accident where the operator of command 
center verify if accident occurred in the given spot, if there is an accident then the operator will 
inform the concerned authorities regarding the accident. 

 
 

 



 
 

 
Figure 7.2: Camera feed to the command center 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7.3: Block Diagram of informing system. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 



7.4. P2P Architecture 
 
Peer-to-peer architecture is used in communicating the camera with the command centers located in 
the city where the feed of every camera is collected and analyzed. Peer-to-peer architecture (P2P 
architecture) is an ordinarily utilized PC organizing architecture in which every workstation, or hub, 
has similar capacities and duties. It is frequently looked into to the great client/server architecture, 
in which a few PCs are devoted to serving others.  
 
P2P may likewise be utilized to allude to a solitary programming program structured so each 
example of the program may go about as both client and server, with similar duties and status.  
 
P2P systems have numerous applications, however the most well-known is for content circulation. 
This incorporates programming distribution and dissemination, content conveyance systems, 
spilling media and peercasting for multicasting streams, which encourages on-request content 
conveyance. Different applications include science, systems administration, search and 
correspondence systems. 
 

 
Figure 7.4: peer-to-peer connection 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



CHAPTER 8 
 

RESULTS 
 

Positive Trials:- 
 

 
 

Fig 8.1(i)  Results of accident detection from back side 
 
 

 
 

Fig 8.1(ii) Results of accident detection from side wise 

 



 
 

Fig 8.1(iii) Results of accident detection from front 
 

 
 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Negative/Defective Trials:- 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

No of Trials No. of 
Vehicles 

Vehicle 
Detected 

Accident 
Detected 

Accident not 
Detected 

15 2 2 11 4 
 

Table 8.1 Accident Detection Trials 
 

 

Efficiency = 73.33% 
 

Table 8.2 Efficiency of Accident Detection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



CHAPTER 9 
 

 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 

 
 9.1. Conclusion 
 
We can have demonstration of aipromising approachifor an imageiprocessing systemifor          
automatically detecting,irecording, andireporting trafficiaccidents at aniintersection. Aniimportant       
measure in the accidentidetection algorithmiis a low falseialarm rate. 
So, here we can conclude that till now we have seen the methods for detecting the vehicle accident                  
and approaches to reach the final result. We have tried to implement all those approaches and                
algorithms for the final outcome of our project and try to have maximum efficiency using all those                 
algorithms. 
So overall till now we have detected the cars only as source, In real time image/video. So the                  
system only can detect cars and any other moving objects and also detect when there is collision                 
between two objects. 
 
 
9.2 Future Scope 
 
Lists of things for future scope- 
 

1. Toiimprove theiperformance ofithe detectioniand trackingialgorithm, problemsicreated by       
shadows.  

2. Toimake theivehicle detectioniand trackingialgorithm operateiunder nighticonditions.  
3. Toicollect moreitraffic data fromidifferent cameraiangles to makeithe algorithmirobust to         

variousiconditions andisituations.  
4. Toioptimize andiincrease the processingispeed of the detectioniand trackingialgorithm. 
5. Toiimprove the classifier so that the system can detect all types of moving objects with               

greater efficiency. 
6. To implement the Informing system in real time when an accident occurs. 
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